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Application Description

The Trip Tracker App is used to record the path between an origin and a destination. 

➔ It will be used in an undergraduate course in transportation engineering by both students 
and the professor. By selecting a trip from an origin and destination on a map, students can 
choose a path to follow at a departure time from the origin, and specify the destination 
activity or trip purpose, mode of transportation.

➔ The app will record detailed trajectory (i.e., timestamp, x,y,z, speed, etc.) at a 
high-frequency time interval such as 0.1 or 0.2 seconds. The App also needs to record 
information on their identification (e.g., student name and MTU email address) and trip 
information. 

➔ Students will upload the trip information to a server. The professor can log in to the server to 
view all the trip data, filter the trips by date. The data includes the student’s email, origin, 
destination, time stamp, location, etc. and there is a functionality download this data as a 
CSV file for more advanced data analytics or travel behavior.



Usability Test Process

The process for my usability testing generally was as follows:

➔ Welcome the participant, followed by an Introduction of myself and 
developers

➔ Explain the application and gather consent of participant
➔ Pre-test questionnaire
➔ Describe a scenario
➔ Upon completion of a scenario, ask general questions.
➔ Post-test questionnaire
➔ Thank participant and conclude session



Test Scenario-1

In this scenario, the participant will create a new account using their Michigan 
Tech email-id.

Measures:

● Time taken
● Assistance Needed
● Bugs Identified



Test Scenario-2

In this scenario, the participant will update the password associated with the 
account created in scenario-1.

Measures:

● Time taken
● Assistance Needed
● Bugs Identified



Test Scenario-3

In this scenario, the participant will login with the updated credentials.

Measures:

● Time taken
● Assistance Needed
● Bugs Identified



Test Scenario-4

In this scenario, the participant records a short 30-second trip.

Measures:

● Time taken
● Assistance Needed
● Bugs Identified



Test Scenario-5

In this scenario, the participant deletes the trip recorded in scenario-4.

Measures:

● Time taken
● Assistance Needed
● Bugs Identified



Usability Results
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Results from Common Usability Questions



Results from Common Usability Questions



Bug-1: Non-functional Download Button

The trip history page has a button, which should allow the user to download all of 
their previous trips.

But clicking on this button redirects the user to another page showing: An error 
has occurred.

Priority-Urgent



Bug-2: Enter Key on New Trip

Upon filling the form in new trip page and hitting the enter key we expect the 
application to start recording a new trip.

But entering this key redirects the user to another page showing: An error has 
occurred.

Priority- Not Urgent

As clicking the start trip button works, there is an alternative.



Bug-3: Duplicate Trips

After recording a trip, the user is redirected to trip history page. 

Here if the user tries to reload a duplicate entry of the previously recorded trip is 
created.

Priority- Not Urgent

There’s a prompt intimating the user that this will occur.



Bug-4: Enter Key on Create Account

Upon filling out the create account form and hitting the enter key, a new account 
should be created.

But upon hitting the enter key a new verification code is sent to the email.

Priority- Not Urgent

As clicking the create account button works, there is an alternative.



Bug-5: Update Password(fixed)

When the user tries to update the password, everything goes smoothly until the 
user tries to log in.

The password isn’t update and the user can’t login using the updated credentials 
and has to use the original credentials.

This bug has been fixed.



Bug Report
Bug Number Bug Name Bug Description

1 Non-functional 
Button

Download all reports button not working

2 Enter Key on 
New Trip

Upon filling the form in New Trip page and hitting the 
enter key causes an error rather than start recording 

3 Duplicate Trips Reloading at trip history page after recording a trip 
causes multiple trip copies

4 Enter Key on 
Create Account

Enter key on Create Account/ Change Password page 
leads to a new verification code being sent to email 
rather than creating/updating the account

5 Update 
Password(fixed)

The password isn’t being updated even when the user 
changes the password.



Usability Recommendations

➔ There are similar characters in the verification code like ‘I’ and ‘l’. So maybe 
it’s better to use a longer verification code with digits.

➔ The trip history page doesn’t scale well on mobile devices, as fields like date 
and start time weren’t visible on my phone(might be different for other 
devices).

➔ On homepage, there’s new trip/trip history buttons on the header and the 
page itself. So hiding the header buttons on homepage might be a good idea.

➔ Prevent the user from selecting an earlier final date than initial date on the trip 
history page.

➔ Having a checkbox next to each trip to perform group actions.


